
ENRICH
A MULTI-MODAL FEATURE STORE

Our feature engineering platform helps data science 

teams put more ML models into production, faster. 

Feature pipelines, run robustly, to continuously build 

trustworthy datasets for ML and deep analytics. Data 

Science teams �nd Enrich increases their productivity 

anywhere from 2x to 5x, by turning raw data into 

rich, consumable data.

3 WEEKS
Average time to �rst cut data model results 

3 MONTHS
Average window to recoup ROI www.scribbledata.io



SCRIBBLE DATA

Find Out More

www.scribbledata. io

Talk to Us

hel lo@scribbledata. io

ENRICH
Feature engineering has never been as nimble and fit-for-purpose. Enrich helps 

data science teams:

1.

2.

3.

Streamline feature building: 

Using our SDK, from raw data, and/or third-party data, and surface these 

features (enriched data) to analysts and data scientists throughout the 

organization. This speeds up analysis, ML model training, debugging, etc.

 

Sleep easy:

With guardrails to build trust in any dataset ever generated using the system. 

Audit any pipeline run (down to the git commit of any individual run, or by 

looking at the detailed logs, metadata and auto-generated documentation), or 

get alerted to any incoming or outgoing dataset not meeting expectations 

(statistical or rule-based).

 

Fast time-to-market for models:

Put more models into production, by  reducing time for discovery, 

development, and debugging,  and by providing predictability in the output 

along with a host of mechanisms to capture knowledge around the data.

Think of feature engineering as adding semantic dimensions to your data — 

revealing relationships and patterns within your organization’s data, or holding 

it up against third party data to see where lie dragons, and where the bullion.

Enrich is a feature store that streamlines this entire process to help 

productionize ML models and service any number of analytic applications. 

MAKING DATA SCIENCE WORK

NIMBLE EXPERIMENTS
Continuously drive down the cost 
of asking questions of your data

PRODUCTIVITY
Up your data science 
productivity 2x -5x

TRUST
Increase data trust across 
the organization

ENTERPRISE-GRADE
Exceed most data compliance 
requirements— Scale with volume, 
velocity and variety of data



SCRIBBLE ENRICH

Enrich enables rich analysis by 

computing attributes from 

within internal data and 

juxtaposing alongside external 

data. 

DATA ENRICHMENT

EXTERNAL
DATA

INTERNAL
DATA

RICH 
CUSTOMER 

PROFILE

twitter data

weather data

location  data PoS sale data

loyalty data

DATA TRANSFORMS 

SDK, with tested reusable modules to 
accelerate handcrafted feature building

CONTROLLED DEPLOYMENT

Deploy from github, and upgrade online

FEATURE MARKETPLACE

Collaborate within teams on features

PROVENANCE

Extensive logging and metadata tracking 
to manage version complexity

KNOWLEDGE REPO

Ease sta� training by capturing contextual 
knowledge (sticky notes, videos, stories) 

DATA DEBUGGING

Ease debugging by recording data 
around  features and pipelines

• Local Dev

• Testing

• Documentation
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• Discover

• Audit

• Compare Features
5• Commit 

• Push To Github2 • Store

• Hire/ S3/ Db/ Redis/...4• Schedule

• Validate

• Operate

• Feature Pipelines
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S3/DB/... KAFKA

DATA SCIENTIST

ENRICH SERVER MODELS

ML  ENGINEERING

PULLPYTHON

ADDITIONAL 
TESTING

SDK



FOUNDERS

VENKATA PINGALI
CO-FOUNDER, CEO

Venkata is an academic-turned-entrepre-

neur. He is the co-founder and CEO of 

Scribble Data, Inc

He has led data science work for large 

political campaigns, and corporates alike. 

Scribble Data’s ethos stems from the gaps 

he found in both nimble technology, as well 

as its application to business over several 

years of experience. 

Venkata has a Bachelor’s degree in Engineer-

ing from IIT Mumbai, and a PhD from the 

University of Southern California, Los 

Angeles in Computer Science. 

INDRAYUDH GHOSHAL
CO-FOUNDER, COO

Indrayudh (Indra) is the co-founder of 

Scribble Data, and is responsible for 

everything from refilling the percolator to 

the company’s day-to-day operations. 

In a past life, he's led large teams delivering 

analytics solutions at a Canadian bank but 

now melds his interest in analytics with the 

softer aspects of how people fall in and out 

of love with data, and how to build data 

products that scale and sustain. 

Indra has an MBA from Rotman (UToronto) 

and a Bachelor’s degree in Engineering from 

McGill.

We are all about ML engineering, and bridging the gap between data science and data 

engineering. The questions that drive us are —

We moved out of our garage in late 2015, and have been building, tearing down and 

re-building data products since. Our credo is to work smart, invest in tools and tech that 

are on the cutting edge, and then package all that we’ve learnt about efficiency and data 

ABOUT SCRIBBLE DATA

How to reduce friction within 
organizations to accessing the 
right data at the right time?

How to continuously drive down 
our customers’ costs of asking 
more questions of their data?

How to build trust and reliability 
into the analytic process?

How to do all of this at the 
enterprise scale, at a fraction 
of the expected cost?



Enrich delivers business 
value from the 3rd week 
out. Let’s talk PoC.

Bangalore & Toronto hello@scribbledata.io


